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STEP 1 - MATERIALS
Gather your materials.

STEP 2
Soak your shirt in water and soda
ash for 20 minutes, then wring it
out

STEP 3
Set up your area by laying down
newspaper or a garbage bag.

STEP 4
Put gloves on to protect your
hands from the dye.

STEP 5
Put one prepared package of dry
dye into the squirt bottle with 1/2
cup of water.

STEP 6
Shake the bottle to mix up the
dye.
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STEP 7
Lay out your shirt on a flat
surface.

STEP 10
Once you are done dyeing your
shirt, place it in a plastic bag.
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STEP 8
Tie your rubber bands onto your shirt
where you want to put dye. Look at the
Pine Tree Camp video or the photos at
the end of this for inspiration.

STEP 11
Close bag and let sit for 12-24
hours.

STEP 9
Apply dye, making sure you get
in all the folds and white areas of
your shirt.

STEP 12
Wait 12-24 hours!
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STEP 13
Put gloves on to get your shirt
out of your bag.

STEP 14
Rinse your shirt under cold water
until the water runs clear.

STEP 16
Let your shirt air dry or put it in
the dryer to dry.

STEP 17
Enjoy your new tie dye creation
and tag @pinetreecamp in your
photos!

STEP 15
Wash your shirt in the washer
with no other clothes.
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SWIRL
Start with your shirt flat, then swirl from
middle with your finger or a fork to
create a circle. Wrap rubber bands
around entire "circle" of shirt.

DIP DYE
Mix water and dye into a bowl
and dip your entire shirt - or half
of your shirt - into the bowl.
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I D E A S . . .

DOTS
Randomly gather sections on
your shirt and tie with rubber
band.

STRIPES
Roll up your shirt vertically and
tie off sections to create a striped
pattern.

CRUMPLE
Instead of using rubber bands,
you can squeeze your dye over a
flat or crumpled up shirt!

ENJOY!
Enjoy your new tie dye creation
and tag @pinetreecamp in your
photos!

